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ON THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF THE NEVANLINNA CLASS

REINER MARTIN

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. Let N denote the Nevanlinna class, i.e. the algebra of holomorphic

functions of bounded characteristic in the open unit disc. We study analytic

conditions for a finitely generated ideal to be equal to the whole algebra N.

Then we characterize the finitely generated prime ideals containing a nontan-

gential interpolating Blaschke product. Further, we give an example of an ideal

of N whose closure in the natural metric on A' is not an ideal.

1. Introduction

Let D denote the open unit disc {\z\ < 1} in the complex plane C and

let T denote the boundary of D. The Nevanlinna class A is the set of the

holomorphic functions on D with

lim — /
r-*i- 2n J_n

log+\fireH)\dt<oo,

i.e. with bounded characteristic. Here log+ t = max{0, log ;} .

A is an algebra under the usual pointwise algebraic operations and a com-

plete metric space under the metric defined by dif, g) = \\f - g\\, where || • ||

is the quasinorm on A given by

= lim i- ¡n log+\fireil)\dt.
r^l- In J_n

It is remarkable that the scalar multiplication in A is not continuous [9],

We write SM for the singular inner function associated with the (finite posi-

tive) singular (Borel) measure p (on T). (From now on we will omit the words

put in parentheses.) Every function / £ A\{0} can be factored uniquely, up

to a constant of modulus 1, as

f-B^LF,,

where Bf is the Blaschke product with respect to the zeros of /, Ff is an

outer function, and Vt and p/ are singular and mutually singular measures [2,

Chapter II, Theorem 5.5].
_
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It is interesting that

(1) 11/11 = \\Ff\\ + PfiT)
for every f in N [10, Lemma 4.5].

The set A+ = {/ £ A: pf = 0} is called the Smirnov class.

2. The Corona Property

We say an algebra A with unit of holomorphic functions on D has the

Corona Property if the ideal generated by fx, ... , f„ £ A is equal to A if and

only if there is an invertible element f of A with

|/(z)|<¿|/(z)|        (ZED).

;=1

This definition is motivated by the famous Corona Theorem of Carleson (see

for example [2, Chapter VIII]), which states that the algebra H°° of all bounded

analytic functions on D has the Corona Property.

Mortini noted [5, Satz 4] that the following theorem is an easy consequence

of a result of Wolff [2, Chapter VIII, Theorem 2.3].

Theorem 1. The Nevanlinna class has the Corona Property.

We remark that an element of A is invertible if and only if it is zero free.

Since an analytic function / on D is in A if and only if log |/|  has a

positive harmonic majorant on D [2, Chapter II, §5], we conclude:

Corollary 1. Let fx, ... , fn  £ N.    Then  if\, ... , fn) = N  if and only if
- log Yl!=i l/l has a positive harmonic majorant on D.

We write if, ... , fn) for the ideal of A generated by fx, ... , fn£ N.
For further investigations, for example, for the characterization of finitely

generated prime ideals of A, it would be useful to have more simple "analytic"

conditions for ifx, ... , f„) = N. In the next section we solve this problem

under an additional assumption.

The following theorem is also a consequence of Wolffs result.

Theorem 2. If g £ (/,... : f„), then there exists a function f invertible in N

with
n

\giz)fiz)\<Y,\Mz)\        (*€D).
i=i

The converse does not hold. The counterexample can be constructed similar

to the analogous counterexample for 7/°° (see [6]).

Corollary 2. If g £ if , ... , f„), then log \g\ - log £"=1 \f\ has a positive har-
monic majorant.

3. Finitely generated ideals

and interpolating blaschke products

Using Harnack's inequality for positive harmonic functions on D, we notice

that

-10g¿|./Kz)|<—fj-y (zeD),
i=i '  '
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with a constant c, is a necessary condition for if , ... , fn) = N. In this section

we show that under an additional assumption this condition is also sufficient.

A sequence of points zi, z2, ... in D is called an interpolating sequence if,

for every bounded sequence of complex numbers wx,w2, ... , there exists a

function / in 77°° with fizk) = wk for every k. An interpolating Blaschke

product is a Blaschke product whose (simple) zeros form an interpolation se-

quence.
A nontangential approach region is a region of the form

roM = {zsB:^< «}

with  co £ T and a > 1 .   A sequence of points  zx,z2, ...   in D is called

nontangential if the points are contained in a finite number of nontangential

approach regions. A nontangential Blaschke product is a Blaschke product whose

zeros form a nontangential sequence.

Further, let
z - w

p(z, w) (z, w e D)
1 - wz\

denote the pseudohyperbolic distance, and let A(z, n) = {w £ D: p(z, w) < n}

be the pseudohyperbolic disc with center z £ D and radius n > 0.

Lemma 1. Let z, w e D and 0 < n < 1 with w £ A(z, n). Then

njl-\z\2)il + n\z\)

I - r\2\z\2

and
^\z\(l-n2) + n(l-\z\2)

¡W¡< l-n2\z\2

Proof. This follows easily from [2, Chapter I, (1.6) and (1.7)].   o

Lemma 2. Let Y be a nontangential approach region and 0 < r\ < 1.   Then

there is a nontangential approach region T' with ljzer A(z, n) c T'.

Proof. W.l.o.g. we assume T = Ta(l). Let z e T and w £ A(z, rj). With the

previous lemma we get

|1 - w\      \l - z\ + \z - w\

1 - \w\ 1 - \w\

< a(l-|z|)(l-,/2lz|2) + ,/(l-|z|2)(l+,7|z|) <    a

l-^lzp-lzKl-^-^l-lzp)        - (1-n)2'

So w eF = r>(l) with ß = (a + 4)/(l - n)2 .   B

Theorem 3. Assume that the ideal if, ... , f„) of N contains a nontangential

interpolating Blaschke product B. Then we have if , ... , fn) = N if and only

if

-log¿|y¡-(z)|<—C-j-       (Z£B)
¡=i l     |Z|

for a constant c.

Proof. Because of the remark at the beginning of this section we need only

to show the sufficiency. So assume -log^|/(z)| < c/(l - \z\) for z in D.
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Further, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the zeros ax,a2, ... of

B are contained in a single nontangential approach region Y = Ta(l). Due

to a lemma of Kerr-Lawson [4, Lemma 1] there is a S > 0 with \B\ > ô on

D\ Ufcli &(ak > 1/2) ■ Therefore, by Corollary 2, there exists a positive harmonic

function u with
n

-log^|/(z)|<-logá + W(z)

1=1

for z in D\Ur=iAK> 1/2).
Let r^(l) be the nontangential approach region covering every Aiak, 1/2)

according to Lemma 2. Then we have

-log±\fiiz)\<-!—<cß2
1-|Z|-     -        |1-Z|2

for z in r^(l).
Together we have

- log¿ \fiiz)\ < cß2 ■ i^ifjj - loga + uiz)
'-^ I — Z\L
1=1 ' '

for every z in D. Since the right side is a positive harmonic function, Corollary

1 implies that if, ... , fn) = N.   D

We call an ideal / ^ N of A free if the functions in / have no common

zero. Otherwise we call it fixed.

An inspection of the proof to Theorem 3 gives the following variant of this

theorem, which we use in §5.

Theorem 4. Assume that the ideal if, ■■■ , fn) of N is free and contains a

nontangential interpolating Blaschke product B with zeros ax,a2, ... . Further,

let 0 < r\ < 1. Then there is a sequence bx,b2, ... of points in D, so that

bk £ Aiak , n) for all k and

limsup (-(1 - 16*1) log ¿ \fibk)\) = +00.
k^oc      \ i=X J

4. A COUNTEREXAMPLE

A natural question is whether the assumption made in Theorem 3 can be

weakened. We show that in general the nontangential interpolating Blaschke

product cannot be replaced by an interpolating Blaschke product.

First we prove a generalization of Theorem 9.2 in [1].

Lemma 3. Let B be a Blaschke product whose zeros ax, a2, ... form an expo-

nential sequence, i.e. 1 - \ak+x \ < c • ( 1 - \ak \) for every k and a constant c < 1.
Further, let Ak be the annulus

iz:l-l-lakl<\z\<l-l-lak+xl\
I cx c2

. Then the

\B{z)\ >ô

with constants c < cx, c2 < 1. Then there is a constant ¿5 > 0 with

a„- z

1 - anz

for every n.
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Proof. Let n be arbitrary and z be in Kn . For k > n we have

ak

1 -akz

>  |afc|-(l-(l-|a„+i|)/c2)  > 1 c2ck-n-l

l-|^|(l-(l-|û„+1|)/c2)- l+c2ck-"~x

since l-\ak\<ck-n-xil-\an+x\).

Analogously, we have for 1 < k < n the inequality

ak-z

1 -akz

Together we have

\B(z)\ >

>    1 -(l-|an|)/ci -\ak\    > cx
,/i-ifc

1 -|ûEjfe|(l -(1 -|a„|)/d) -Ci+C-k-

1 - C2Cm

1 -anz n C\ - C" nCX+Cm      J-A1+C2C"
m=l m=0

The standard test [8, Theorem 15.5], shows that the two infinite products con-

verge to strictly positive numbers Sx (resp. S2). With ô = Sxâ2 the assertion

follows, since ô depends only on c, cx, and c2.   D

Theorem 5. There exist functions fx and f2 in N, so that

c
-log(|/i(z)| + |/2(z)|)< (ZED)

for a constant c, and (f , f2) contains an interpolating Blaschke product, but

if , fi) is not equal to N.

Proof. For / = 1, 2, let / = B¡ be the Blaschke product with respect to
the zeros ¿z(io> <*<,i> ••• • Here ¿z(i„ = r^neltn, where /„ = arccos(l - 2~H),

rXj„ = l-2~", and r2,„ = l-2_"-r-2_"/exp2" . Both sequences are exponential

sequences, so it follows that both Blaschke products are interpolating Blaschke

products [1, Theorem 9.2].
Consider the annuli

»1,71 {l-f(l-|¿Z,.,„|)<|z|<l-f(l-|¿7,-,„+1|)}

We remark that U«=o,i,...(^i,« uA2,n) = »•

Lemma 3 implies the existence of ¿5 > 0, so that

\B¡(z)\ > ô
a¡,n

1 -a¡„z

for every i £ [l ,2}, every n and every z in ^4,,„ . Now choose z arbitrary

in D. Then there is an n with z £ Ax _„ U A2^„ . Therefore

ô
\Bxiz)\ + \B2iz)\>ô

and finally

ax,n

1 -aXy„z
+

ai,n

I -a2<nz
>

2n exp 2" '

- log(|fi,0)| + |52(z)|) < (2 - logJ)2" < c ■
5    1 m,n\

<
1-lzl'

where c = 5(2 - logr5)/3 .

It remains to show that iBx, B2) ^ N. By Theorem 1, it is enough to show

that -log(|ßi| + \B2\) has no positive harmonic majorant.  Now assume the
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contrary and let w be a positive harmonic majorant. By Theorem 11.30(c) of

[8], u is the Poisson integral of a measure p. Let a = pi{l}) and v = p-aôx,

where ôx is the unit mass at the point 1. Further, let v be the Poisson integral

of v . Then we have

w(z) = viz) + Re
l + z

l-z
(zeO).

Since the measure v is continuous at the point 1, we conclude with a standard

argument that lim„_+00(l - \aXt„\)viax^n) = 0. Because of

Re
1 -r21      rl,n1 +ai,n __

1 -ûi,„      1 - 2ri „cos/„ + r2
= 1

i,n

it follows

lim(l -|ai,„|)w(a,,„) = 0
n—»oo

But on the other hand,

\Blial,n)\ + \B2(alin)\ = \B2ial,n)\<

thus

b„ -a„

1 - b„a„
<

[l-\ai,n\Mal,H)>(i-r1,H)'2H^l,

a contradiction.    G

1

exp 2" '

5. Finitely generated prime ideals

It is easy to see that a fixed ideal of A is maximal if and only if it is of the

form Ma = {f £ A: fia) = 0}, where a £ D. An ideal of the form Ma is a

principal ideal, since it is generated by the function z - a.

Theorem 6. A prime ideal P of the Nevanlinna class N containing a nontan-

gential interpolating Blaschke product B is finitely generated if and only if it is

a fixed maximal ideal.

Proof. Assume P = if , ... , f„). Let ax, a2, ... be the zeros of B. As

an interpolation sequence this sequence is separated, i.e. there is an r¡ > 0

so that the pseudohyperbolic discs A(a^, n) are pairwise disjoint [2, p. 285].

Because of Theorem 4, there is a sequence bx,b2, ... of points in D, so that

bk £ &iak , n) for all k and

lim sup
k—>oo

-il-\bk\)logY\fiibk)\)=+™.
/=i

Now we partition the sequence bx,b2, ...  into two subsequences bPl, bi

and bn., b,
p-i ' • '

92 ' so that both keep this property.   Let Bx  and B2 be the

/': and aa, , a,q, , "q2Blaschke product with respect to the sequences aPl , a¡

Then we have BXB2 = B £ P. Since P is prime, we have Bx £ P or B2 £ P.

W.l.o.g. we assume Bx £ P. The lemma of Kerr-Lawson [4, Lemma 1] yields

\BX\ > ô > 0 on D\ur=i A(aPk. n) ■ Especially, we have \BxibQk)\ > 5 for all
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k. This implies

lim sup (log|2M¿V)| - (1 - |¿\|)log¿ \fiibj] ) = +00.
k^oc     \ /=1 J

In view of Corollary 2, this is a contradiction to Bx £ P.   G

6.  AN ALGEBRA WITHOUT THE CORONA PROPERTY

The algebras of holomorphic functions appearing in the literature usually

have the Corona Property; for example, the Nevanlinna class A, the Smirnov

class A+ , the algebra H°°, the disc algebra /1(B) of functions analytic in

B and continuous in B, the Wiener algebra W+ of analytic functions with

absolute converging Taylor series, the algebras /I "(B) of functions analytic in

B whose «th derivative extends continuously to B, and others.

Therefore, we want to give an example for an algebra of analytic functions

without the Corona Property.

Lemma 4. Let B be a Blaschke product with zeros ax,a2, ...  in [0, I) and let

p and v be singular measures with /v({l}) <//({l}). Then the singular inner

function Sv is not in the ideal (5, Sß)N+ of N+ generated by B and Sv .

Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact that A+ has the Corona Property

[5, Satz 4] and of equation (2.6) in [9].    G

Theorem 7. There exists a subalgebra of N containing N+ without the Corona

Property.

Proof. Let B have a Blaschke product with zeros 1 -1 / 4k  (k— 1,2, ...). For

n = 0, 1, ... , let /„ be the ideal of A+ generated by the functions BkS(n_k^x

ik = 0, ... , n), where ôx denotes the unit mass. We claim that

A=\j{JL:heIn}

is an algebra without the Corona Property.

The verification that A is an algebra is straightforward.

A simple argument, using factorization and Lemma 4, shows that the invert-

ible elements of A are exactly the invertible elements of A+ .

Now consider the Blaschke product Bo with zeros 1 - 2/4k (A: = 1, 2, ... ).

By Lemma 4 we have 1 f (5¿,, Bq)n+ ■ So, since A+ has the Corona Property,

there is no function / invertible in A+ (i.e. in A) with \f\ < \Bo\ + |S<j,|.
On the other hand, we have

l = giB + g2B0 =^--SSi+g2-B0£ iSSl , Bo)A

with gx, g2 in /7°° [3, Chapter 10, Example 5]. Therefore A does not have

the Corona Property.    G

7. The topological closure of ideals

In this section we pose the following question: Is the topological closure of

an ideal in A again an ideal? This is true in every Banach algebra, because of

the continuity of addition and scalar multiplication. But scalar multiplication

in A is not continuous. We show that there is indeed an ideal of A whose

closure is not an ideal.
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Let X: A —► E be the (nonlinear) functional with A(/) = p/({1}). Then

(2) A(/ + S) = max{A(/M(g)}

if A(/) # A(*) (see [9]).

Theorem 8. There exists an ideal of the Nevanlinna class N whose topological

closure is not an ideal.

Proof. Let ax,a2,... be a sequence of numbers in [0, 1) with

Y,T=i ( 1 _ Ia«|) < oo , and let B„ (« = 1, 2, ... ) be the Blaschke product with
zeros an , an+x, ... . We consider the ideal I of N generated by Bx, B2, ...

and assume that the closure 7 = cl(/) is an ideal. A short calculation, us-

ing Schwarz inequality, Theorem 3.6 in Chapter II of [2], and the fact that

linin^oo rj^°ak = 1, shows \\B„ - l\\ —> 0 with n —► oo (cf. [11, proof of

Theorem 3.1]). So we have le/, and therefore l/S2s, £ J. Thus, there is

a function fel with \\f - l/S2S¡\\ < 1 . (1) and (2) yield pfi{l}) = 2. Let
g = SMf(f- l/S2Si). Then \\g/Sß/\\ < 1. By (1) we see that SSl must divide g

in A+ , so there is an h £ N+ with hS$x = fSß/-Sß ^ . Since B„ divides /

for an n , we conclude Sß   ^ £ (5„ , S^)n+ , a contradiction to Lemma 4.   a

In the Banach algebra H°° a complete description of the closed ideals is

unknown. In contrast to this fact there is a simple characterization of the closed

ideals in A, which can be proved analogously to the related result for A+ of

Roberts and Stoll [7, Theorem 2], using Beurling's famous invariant subspace

theorem [8, Theorem 17.21].

Theorem 9. The topological closed ideals of the Nevanlinna class A are exactly

the principal ideals.
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